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Give Me Liberty! is the #1 book in the U.S. history
survey course because it works in the classroom. A
single-author text by a leader in the field, Give Me
Liberty! delivers an authoritative, accessible,
concise, and integrated American history. Updated
with powerful new scholarship on borderlands and
the West, the Fifth Edition brings new interactive
History Skills Tutorials and Norton InQuizitive for
History, the award-winning adaptive quizzing tool.
The best-selling Seagull Edition is also available in
full color for the first time.
The capitalist mode of destruction traces
contemporary capitalism’s economic, ecological and
democratic crises. Combining insights from a range
of disciplines, including psychology, sociology and
political economy, Panayotakis interprets these
crises as manifestations of a previously
unrecognized contradiction: over time, the benefits of
capitalism’s technological dynamism tend to decline
even as its threats to humanity and the planet
continue to mount. To explain this contradiction, the
book analyzes the production and distribution of
surplus in capitalist societies and rethinks the
concept of surplus itself. Identifying the public sector
and households as sites of production no less
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important than the workplace, this book attributes
capitalism’s contradictions to working people’s lack
of control over the surplus they produce. This lack of
control is undemocratic and threatens the planet.
Only a classless society, in which working people
democratically determine the size and use of the
surplus they produce, can effectively respond to our
current predicament. Recognizing such a democratic
classless society as the essence of the communist
ideal, the book argues that, far from becoming
obsolete, this ideal is ever more indispensable. But
since the necessity of this ideal does not guarantee
its realization, the book also investigates the
conditions necessary for the formation of an anticapitalist alliance for social justice, democracy and
ecological sustainability.
A review of education, science, and academic
relations with the PRC.
This book is devoted to establishing a completely
new concept within economics referred to as "trading
economics" which is a reconstructed economic
system in theory that seeks perfect harmony
between micro and macro elements in a structured
way, hence making the economic theory a rigorous
system supported by internal logical continuity.
Representing a revolution of the existing theoretical
framework, trading economics has changed the logic
of mainstream economics. Specifically, it deduces
the "macro whole" from the "micro individuals", and it
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introduces a systematic and comprehensive analysis
approach. It stresses that within an interconnected
world, the interaction between trading agents is the
fundamental driving force behind the operation,
development and evolution of the economic system.
Crisis in American Institutions provides students with
an array of engaging articles that reflect America's
social problems and encourage critical thought. This
edition contains seventeen new articles, many
addressing the escalating crises of American society
in recent years, including the worst economic crisis
in decades, the rapid rise in health care costs, the
polarizing debate on immigration, and the continuing
growth of economic inequality. Others update our
coverage of longstanding issues, including the
persistence of poverty, the continued growth of mass
incarceration, and the politics of global warming.
While many introductory public administration
textbooks contain a dedicated chapter on ethics, The
Public Administration Profession is the first to utilize
ethics as a lens for understanding the discipline.
Analyses of the ASPA Code of Ethics are deftly
woven into each chapter alongside complete
coverage of the institutions, processes, concepts,
persons, history, and typologies a student needs to
gain a thorough grasp of public service as a field of
study and practice. Features include: A significant
focus on ‘public interests,’ non-profit management,
hybrid-private organizations, contracting-out and
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collaborations, and public service at the state and
local levels. A careful examination the role that
religion may play in public servants’ decisionmaking, as well as the un-ignorable and growing role
that faith-based organizations play in public
administration and non-profit management at large.
End-of-chapter ethics case studies, key concepts
and persons, and dedicated ‘local community action
steps’ in each chapter. Appendices dedicated to
future public administration and non-profit career
management, writing successful papers throughout a
student’s career, and professional codes of ethics. A
comprehensive suite of online supplements,
including: lecture slides; quizzes and sample
midterm and final examinations for undergraduate
and graduate courses containing multiple choice,
true-false, identifications, and essay questions;
chapter outlines with suggestions for classroom
discussion; and suggestions for use of appendices,
e.g. how to successfully write a short term paper, a
brief policy memo, resume, or a book review.
Providing students with a comprehensive
introduction to the subject while offering instructors
an elegant new way to bring ethics prominently into
the curriculum, The Public Administration Profession
is an ideal introductory text for public administration
and public affairs courses at the undergraduate or
graduate level.
Looks at the influence of Thomas Jefferson as a
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Virginian, a revolutionist, a diplomat, and as President of
the United States.
In this synthesis of recent work on early America,
Kenneth Lockridge portrays a society divided against
itself and unable to arrive at a generally acceptable basis
for political order. The special circumstances of
American life eroded the foundations of social and
political stability, and continued to do so until long after
the Revolution. The original stream of emigration
deposited in the New World a great many people
unwilling to accept any person, principle, or institution as
a legitimate source of authority. The claims of would-be
American gentlemen were subjected to unyielding
scrutiny. Rejecting all claims to higher social, political,
and religious authority. A highly mobile populace kept its
distance from putative hierarchs by venturing again and
again beyond the perimeters of settled social institutions.
This recurring process of settlement and unsettlement
encouraged an active scepticism regarding all
pretensions to hierarchy, and it reaffirmed a commitment
to local authorities, locally legitimated.
The age of Western hegemony is over. Whether or not
America itself declines or thrives under President
Trump's leadership, the post-war liberal international
order underpinned by US military, economic and
ideological primacy and supported by global institutions
serving its power and purpose, is coming to an end. But
what will take its place? A Chinese world order? A reconstituted form of American hegemony? A regionalized
system of global cooperation, including major and
emerging powers? In this updated and extended edition
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of his widely acclaimed book, Amitav Acharya offers an
incisive answer to this fundamental question. While the
US will remain a major force in world affairs, he argues
that it has lost the ability to shape world order after its
own interests and image. As a result, the US will be one
of a number of anchors including emerging powers,
regional forces, and a concert of the old and new powers
shaping a new world order. Rejecting labels such as
multipolar, apolar, or G-Zero, Acharya likens the
emerging system to a multiplex theatre, offering a choice
of plots (ideas), directors (power), and action
(leadership) under one roof. Finally, he reflects on the
policies that the US, emerging powers and regional
actors must pursue to promote stability in this decentred
but interdependent, multiplex world. Written by a leading
scholar of the international relations of the non-Western
world, and rising above partisan punditry, this book
represents a major contribution to debates over the postAmerican era.
Since the 1960s, scholars and other commentators have
frequently announced the imminent decline of American
financial power: excessive speculation and debt are
believed to have undermined the long-term basis of a
stable US-led financial order. But the American financial
system has repeatedly shown itself to be more resilient
than such assessments suggest. This book argues that
there is considerable coherence to American finance: far
from being a house of cards, it is a proper edifice, built
on institutional foundations with points of both strength
and weakness. The book examines these foundations
through a historical account of their construction: it
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shows how institutional transformations in the late
nineteenth century created a distinctive infrastructure of
financial relations and proceeds to trace the contradictionridden expansion of this system during the twentieth
century as well as its institutional consolidation during
the neoliberal era. It concludes with a discussion of the
forces of instability that hit at the start of the twenty-first
century.
A problematic, yet uncommon, assumption among many
higher education researchers is that recruitment,
retention, and engagement of African-American males is
relatively similar and stable across all majority White
colleges and universities. In fact, the harsh reality is that
selective public research universities (SPRUs) have
distinctive academic cultures that increase the difficulty
of diversifying their faculty and student populations. This
book will discuss how traditions and elitist assumptions
make it very difficult to recruit, retain, and engage AfricanAmerican males. The authors will examine these issues
from multiple perspectives in three sections that highlight
research, policies and practices impacting the
experiences of African American males, including PreCollegiate Preparation, African American Male Student
Athletes, and Undergraduate and Graduate
Considerations for African American Male Initiatives.
American universities have long professed dismay at the
writing proficiency of entrants. Jane Stanley examines
the “rhetoric of remediation” at the University of
California, Berkeley, and reveals the definition of a high
need for remediation as a tool by which Cal encouraged
or discouraged enrollments in direct correlation to social,
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economic and political currents throughout the
University's history.
Drawing on a variety of materials, including newspapers,
legal briefs, political speeches, the art and literature of
the time, and letters from thousands of ordinary
Americans, Dauber shows that while this long history of
government disaster relief has faded from our memory
today, it was extremely well known to advocates for an
expanded role for the national government in the 1930s,
including the Social Security Act. Making this connection
required framing the Great Depression as a disaster
afflicting citizens though no fault of their own. Dauber
argues that the disaster paradigm, though successful in
defending the New Deal, would ultimately come back to
haunt advocates for social welfare. By not making a
more radical case for relief, proponents of the New Deal
helped create the weak, uniquely American welfare state
we have today - one torn between the desire to come to
the aid of those suffering and the deeply rooted
suspicion that those in need are responsible for their own
deprivation.
Crisis in American InstitutionsPearson College Division
This book promotes the notion of second chances and
the importance of human services within the
communities most affected by crime and the criminal
justice system. Recognition of the fallibility of humans
and the necessity of redemption is the first step to
change our attitude toward guilt and punishment. Barring
citizens with criminal records from obtaining housing,
employment, education, and public benefits like Medicaid
and food stamps is not only unjust but unproductive for a
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human society. The contributors to this volume argue
that second chances are a foundational principle of the
human services field.
What would the father of the Constitution think of
contemporary developments in American politics and
public policy? Constitutional scholars have long debated
whether the American political system, which was so
influenced by the thinking of James Madison, has in fact
grown outmoded. But if Madison himself could peer at
the present, what would he think of the state of key
political institutions that he helped originate and the
government policies that they produce? In What Would
Madison Do?, ten prominent scholars explore the
contemporary performance of Madison's constitutional
legacy and how much would have surprised him.
Contents: 1. Introduction: Perspectives on Madison's
Legacy for Contemporary American Politics, Pietro S.
Nivola and Benjamin Wittes 2. Mr. Madison's
Communion Suit: Implementation-Group Liberalism and
the Case for Constitutional Reform, John J. DiIulio Jr. 3.
Constitutional Surprises: What James Madison Got
Wrong, William A. Galston 4. Overcoming the Great
Recession: How Madison's "Horse and Buggy"
Managed, Pietro S. Nivola 5. Gridlock and the
Madisonian Constitution, R. Shep Melnick
Describes what was going on in the Oval Office as the
highly-charged events leading up the Cuban Missile
Crisis unfolded, as well as the immediate aftermath,
based on secret recordings made by President Kennedy.
20,000 first printing.
A survey of the role of America's financial sector in
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compromising the nation's global future examines the
sources of rising debt, high mortgage rates, and
increasing oil prices, making sobering predictions about
the downfall of America as a world power.
Beginning with the absolutely critical first moments of the
outbreak in China, and ending with an epilogue on the
vaccine rollout and the unprecedented events between
the election of Joseph Biden and his inauguration,
Lawrence Wright's The Plague Year surges forward with
essential information--and fascinating historical
parallels--examining the medical, economic, political, and
social ramifications of the COVID-19 pandemic.
Features of this Innovative TextThe 8th edition of this
well-respected text features the 2014 midterm
Congressional elections, the latest on Obama's
presidency, important Supreme Court decisions, the
implementation of the Affordable Care Act, and other
timely updates. An increased attention to media in
politics runs through the book. Key learning objectives at
the beginning of every chapter focus students on central
points to watch for.""The Constitution Today"" chapter
opening vignettes illustrate the importance of conflicting
views on constitutional principles. Key terms defined in
the margi.
Achievement engenders pride, and the most significant
accomplishments involving people, places, and events in
black history are gathered in Black Firsts: 4,000 GroundBreaking and Pioneering Events.
This text explains the three basic sociological
perspectives - functionalist, conflict, and symbolic
interactionist.
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Surveys the constitutional history of the United States
from the end of World War I, emphasizing the effects of
crucial issues on Supreme Court rulings and American
institutions
The Global Innovation Index 2021 takes the pulse of the
most recent global innovation trends and ranks the
innovation ecosystem performance of 132 economies,
while highlighting innovation strengths and weaknesses
and particular gaps in innovation metrics. In its new
Global Innovation Tracker section, the report draws on a
select set of indicators, including the effects on research
and development expenditures or access to innovation
finance, to provide a perspective on the impact of
COVID-19 on global innovation performance.
A record of the darker races.
The Congressional Record is the official record of the
proceedings and debates of the United States Congress. It is
published daily when Congress is in session. The
Congressional Record began publication in 1873. Debates for
sessions prior to 1873 are recorded in The Debates and
Proceedings in the Congress of the United States
(1789-1824), the Register of Debates in Congress
(1824-1837), and the Congressional Globe (1833-1873)
How do you "hook" a Millennial student into caring about
women's issues when feminism has been declared dead for
decades? Written in an engaging style that promotes critical
thinking, Women's Issues for a New Generation is intended
for freshman- and sophomore-level undergraduates who have
never heard of Mary Wollstonecraft or Anita Hill. The
interdisciplinary text includes three major sections: women in
the U.S., women from diverse groups (e.g., Native American
and disabled), and women in the global arena. It also
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stresses the inclusion of men in topics such as body image,
since "women's issues" are really issues that affect everyone.
Other striking features included the contemporary debates
(e.g., War on Women and Hillary Clinton's ambitions) and the
current issues such as human trafficking. Textbooks on
gender and women's studies often emphasize theory with the
assumption that students already know about women's
history, the pay gap, and other basic information; Women's
Issues for a New Generation serves as a reader-friendly
bridge to more advanced analysis of women and gender.
Written by a social worker, this textbook applies social work
values and the strength perspective to anyone who is fighting
gender inequality.
The goal of Motor Learning and Control: From Theory to
Practice is to introduce students to the dynamic field of motor
learning and control in ways that are meaningful, accessible,
and thought-provoking. This text offers a comprehensive and
contemporary overview of the major areas of study in motor
learning and control using several different perspectives
applied to scholarly study and research in the field.
Presenting the most current theories applied to the study and
understanding of motor skills, this text is filled with practical
examples and interactive applications to help students
prepare for careers in movement-related fields. Important
Notice: Media content referenced within the product
description or the product text may not be available in the
ebook version.
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